Effects of opioid receptor stimulation and blockade on touch pleasantness: a double-blind randomised trial
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Abstract

The μ-opioid receptor (MOR) system has long been thought to underpin the rewarding properties of pleasant touch. Numerous non-human animal studies implicate MORs in social behaviours involving touch, but little is currently known about MOR involvement in human touch reward. Here, we employed a bi-directional pharmacological double-blind crossover design to assess the role of the human MOR system for touch pleasantness and motivation. Forty-nine male volunteers received 10 mg per-oral morphine, 50 mg per-oral naltrexone and placebo before being brushed on their forearm at three different velocities (0.3, 3 and 30 cm/s). In a touch liking task, pleasantness ratings were recorded after each 15 s brushing trial. In a touch wanting task, participants actively manipulated trial duration through key presses. As expected, 3 cm/s was the preferred velocity, producing significantly higher pleasantness ratings and wanting scores than the other stimuli. Contrary to our hypothesis, MOR drug manipulations did not significantly affect either touch pleasantness or wanting. The null effects were supported by post hoc Bayesian analyses indicating that the models with no drug effect were more than 25 times more likely than the alternative models given the data. We conclude that μ-opioid signalling is unlikely to underpin non-affiliative touch reward in humans.

Introduction

The μ-opioid system modulates both reward and pain across species. For instance, stimulating μ-opioid receptor (MOR) with non-sedative doses of opioid drugs leads to an increased preference for sweet and fatty foods in both rats and humans, while opioid antagonists blunt the effect of these foods as positive reinforcers (Fantino et al., 1986; Yeomans and Gray, 1996, 1997; Ziauddeen et al., 2012; Eikemo et al., 2016; Price et al., 2016). The same pattern of MOR effects have been observed in healthy humans in response to monetary (Weber et al., 2016; Eikemo et al., 2017) and social rewards (Chelnokova et al., 2014; Chelnokova et al., 2016; Buchel et al., 2018). Across reward categories, enhanced MOR transmission appears to modulate responses to the most valuable reward option available (Eikemo et al. 2016, 2017), which could mean that the MOR system plays a role in reward saliency—making the richest reward stand out.

Social behaviours that facilitate bonding are typically rewarding in mammals. Behaviours that involve a great deal of touch, such as social playing, grooming and huddling, play a particularly central role in social bonding in mammals (Hertenstein et al., 2006). A large body of psychopharmacological studies implicate the MOR system in social behaviours involving touch in non-human mammals. MOR activation underpins the rewarding properties of social play in juvenile rats (Vanderschuren et al., 1996; Trezza et al., 2011), promoting both motivation for and reward value of social play (Achterberg et al., 2018). Social play is consistently increased by low-dose non-sedative MOR agonists and reduced by MOR antagonist treatment (Beatty and Costello, 1982; Panksepp et al., 1985; Siegel and Jensen, 1985, 1986; Vanderschuren et al., 1995a, 1995b; Vanderschuren et al., 1996; Trezza and Vanderschuren, 2008a, 2008b), with similar patterns found also for social grooming in rats (van Ree and...
Materials and methods

Study design

The within-subject, double-blind design consisted of three sessions where participants received 10 mg per oral morphine, 50 mg per oral naltrexone or placebo in counterbalanced order, before completing tasks assessing pleasantness (liking) and motivation (wanting) for light stroking touch. These ‘touch liking’ and ‘touch wanting’ tasks were part of a larger study investigating the role of the µ-opioid system in reward behaviours in healthy people (for other results from this study, see: Chelnokova et al., 2014; Chelnokova et al., 2016; Eikemo et al., 2016; Eikemo et al., 2017).

Participants

Forty-nine healthy volunteers completed testing with morphine, placebo and naltrexone in separate sessions. Only males were included to avoid potential interactions between drugs and circulating levels of estradiols and gonadotropin-releasing hormone pulsation in females (Smith et al., 1998). Recruitment and testing was conducted as described in Eikemo et al. (2016), with selective recruitment of carriers of the G allele of OPRM1 in the second data collection wave (N=17 AG, N=2 AA carriers in wave 2). In brief, participants had normal or corrected-to-normal vision. Exclusion criteria included a history of or current major psychiatric disorders, chronic or prolonged pain conditions, major medical illness, current use of medication (antihistamines except), a history of prolonged opioid drug use, single or repeated use of any strong opiates the past 2 years. Table 1 outlines participant characteristics and self-reported substance use. A fresh urine sample was screened at the beginning of each session to exclude anyone who had recently used opioid medications (using the MOP Opiate300 Test Strip; SureScreen Diagnostics Ltd, Derby, UK). Participants provided informed consent prior to study procedures, which were approved by the regional ethics committee (2011/1337/REK sør-est D). Participants were instructed not to consume alcohol the day before testing, to abstain from eating and using tobacco at least 1 h before testing commenced and not to drive or operate heavy machinery for 6 h after drug administration. Data were missing from one participants’ naltrexone session; the remaining data were included in the analyses. Due to a computer programming error, touch-liking data was lost for 14 participants, yielding a final sample size of 35 for this task.

Procedure

Participants attended three experimental sessions separated by a minimum of 7 days to allow complete drug wash out. Baseline subjective state measures were obtained each session before drug administration. Subjects then watched a nature documentary of 20 minutes by themselves in a separate room for 1 h, so testing could occur after peak drug uptake. Experimental tasks included tests of monetary reward (Eikemo et al., 2017), face processing (Chelnokova et al., 2014; Chelnokova et al., 2016) and sweet taste reward (Eikemo et al., 2016), in addition to the two touch reward tasks. Tasks were administered in the same pseudo-randomised order, counterbalanced across participants. See Figure 1 for overview of session timeline. To avoid touch satiety, the touch-liking and touch-wanting tasks were separated by at least 15 min. A blood sample was taken at the end of each session to confirm drug uptake. Upon completion of the final session, participants were fully debriefed and reimbursed 400–500 NOK (about 60 US dollars) per session.
Table 1. Participant characteristics

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Mean</th>
<th>s.d.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Age (years)</td>
<td>24.88</td>
<td>4.42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Weight (kg)</td>
<td>79.57</td>
<td>11.17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Height (metre)</td>
<td>1.84</td>
<td>0.07</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BMI (weight/heigh²)</td>
<td>23.54</td>
<td>2.95</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Alcohol use</th>
<th>Mean</th>
<th>s.d.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Units per week*</td>
<td>7.26</td>
<td>5.62</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Tobacco use</th>
<th>Daily</th>
<th>Occasional</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>%</td>
<td>n</td>
<td>%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>26</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>24</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Drug use</th>
<th>Life time</th>
<th>Last year</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>%</td>
<td>n</td>
<td>%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cannabis</td>
<td>71</td>
<td>31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Amphetamines¹</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cocaine</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Opiates</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hallucinogenics⁴</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Solvents⁵</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GHB and others⁶</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Participant characteristics and information about substance use. Numbers are reported as percentage (%) and number of group members (n). Categories also include: ¹Methamphetamine, phenmetrazine, khat, betel nut; ²crack, freebase, coca leaf; ³heroin and opium; ⁴3,4-methylenedioxymethamphetamine (MDMA), lysergic acid diethylamide (LSD), mescaline, peyote, phenethylamine (PCP), psilocybin; ⁵Thinners, trichloroethylene, gas, glue; ⁶γ-hydroxybutyric acid (GHB), anabolic steroids, nitrous oxide, poppers (amyl nitrate) and anticholinergic drugs.

**Drug administration.** Morphine is an opioid agonist with high affinity to MOR (Vindenes et al., 2006). To enhance MOR activation with minimal subjective effects, we used 10 mg per oral morphine (Morfin®, Nycomed Pharma, Askø, Norway). The average bioavailability of oral morphine is 30–40%, with a 2–4 h half life (Lugo and Kern, 2002). Naltrexone is a non-specific competitive opioid antagonist with high affinity to μ- and κ-opioid receptors. We used 50 mg per oral naltrexone (Adepend, Orpha-Devel, Purkersdorf, Austria), a standard dosage shown to efficiently block the majority of opioid receptors in the brain (Lee et al., 1988), with only minor side effects in healthy individuals (Miotto et al., 2002; Yeomans and Gray, 2002). Maximal plasma concentration of oral naltrexone is reached at 1 h (Verebey et al., 1976). To ensure stable levels of morphine and naltrexone throughout the session, testing was conducted 60–150 min after drug administration. Placebo tablets visually matched sugar-free cherry-flavoured breath mints. One breath mint was always added to the drug dosages to avoid taste recognition (Chelnokova et al., 2016; Eikemo et al., 2017). Participants were told they might receive an opioid agonist (morphine), antagonist (naltrexone) or placebo at any session. During debriefing, participants were asked to guess which drug they had received each session.
Subjective drug effects and mood. Mood and subjective state (including happiness, anxiety, irritability, feeling good and feeling effect of drug) were collected four times each session, as described previously (Chelnokova et al., 2014; Eikemo et al., 2016). In brief, items were rated on an 11-point electronic visual analogue scale (VAS) anchored by ‘Not at all’ and ‘Very much’, presented on a computer screen (using Matlab version 7.10.0. Natick, Massachusetts; The MathWorks Inc., 2010) before drug administration (t 0), before experiment session (t 60), mid-way through experiment session (t 40) and after completion of all tasks (t 140).

Motor coordination task. As previously described (Eikemo et al., 2016), potential drug effects on motor function and alertness were assessed with an eye-hand coordination test administered mid-way through each session (Bradykinesia Akinesia Incoordination task, Giovannoni et al., 1999). Using their dominant index finger, participants alternated as quickly and accurately as possible between pressing two keys placed 15 cm apart on a standard keyboard for 60 seconds. The Dysmetria score (DS), a weighted index of speed and accuracy reflecting overall task performance (Giovannoni et al., 1999), was used to compare motor function across drug conditions.

Touch tasks
Stimuli. Brush strokes were delivered manually using a soft, 60 mm-wide goat hair artist’s brush, stroking lightly in a proximal-to-distant direction to ~15 cm of the left forearm skin at three different velocities: 0.3, 3 and 30 cm/s. The experimenters were trained to deliver the stimuli prior to the study, focusing on applying the brush strokes with accurate speed and consistent light pressure. Stimuli were administered according to six different sets of counterbalanced pseudorandomised velocity orders. Each default set consisted of 12 brushing trials of 15 s continuous brushing, 4 trials per velocity, with a fixed inter-trial interval of 3 s. The same order set was never delivered twice to the same participant, and the male participants were brushed by the same female experimenter each session. In the touch wanting task, experimenters were guided by a visual meter displayed on a separate screen not visible to the participant. See Figure 2 for experiment setup and Figure 3 for an overview of the task designs.

Touch ‘liking’ task. A text appearing on screen for the first 4 s of each brushing trial instructed participants to focus their attention on the sensation of the brush strokes. A fixation cross was then presented mid-screen for the remaining 11 s of the trial. After each brushing trial, participants rated touch pleasantness on a VAS anchored by ‘very unpleasant’ (0) and ‘very pleasant’ (10), with 5 representing neutral pleasantness. E-Prime 2.0® software (Psychology Software Tools Inc., Pittsburgh, PA, USA) was used to present visual stimuli and collect subjects’ responses.

Touch ‘wanting’ task. Participants were instructed to manipulate the duration of each ongoing brushing trial according to their own wish, by repeatedly pressing one button to extend trial duration (‘keep’) and another button to shorten it (‘change’). More button presses led to a greater change in duration of the ongoing trial. Participants could monitor the time left of each trial and the effects of their own duration manipulations on a visual meter. Participants were informed that they could only manipulate the trial durations, not the brushing velocity or the total duration of the task. Total task duration was fixed to 216 s. Trials were separated by a 3 s break. In the absence of button presses, the experiment would consist of 12 × 15 s trials. Duration and number of keep presses and change presses for each trial were recorded. MatLab software R2012a (Mathworks, Natic, USA) was used to present the stimuli and collect subjects’ responses.

Behavioural analyses
Control measures. Repeated-measures analyses of variance (rmANOVA) were used to assess drug effects on control measures (mood, subjective drug effect and motor coordination measures). Ratings from the two measurement points closest in time to the touch wanting and liking tasks (t 40 and t 100) were baseline corrected and aggregated as averages. Greenhouse-Geisser correction was used in cases where the assumption of sphericity was violated.

Touch responses
Pre-analysis of Touch Wanting results. The number of trials actually administered during the fixed 216 s task duration was affected by participants’ manipulations of trial durations. Since there was a 3 s fixed interval between trials, total time spent receiving touch thus varied each session as a function of number of trials. Furthermore, the fixed total duration of the task meant that the last trial was ended automatically by the software.

Fig. 2. Experiment set-up. Seated in front of a desktop monitor, participants rested their bare left arm on a cushion on the experimenter’s side of a soft curtain, hung from the ceiling to ensure that the participant’s field of view was limited to the screen and did not include the sight of the stimulated limb or the experimenter. On a separate screen, experimenters were guided by a visual meter indicating the brushing speed and remaining trial duration in the touch wanting task.
Fig. 3. Task designs. Touch liking and touch wanting was measured in two different tasks, separated by a minimum interval of 15 min. Stimuli (brushing strokes of 0.3, 3 and 30 cm/s administered over ∼15 cm of the left forearm) and inter-trial intervals were the same in both tasks. Touch liking consisted of 12 trials of 15 s continuous brushing. Participants were instructed to focus on the brushing sensation while resting their gaze at a fixation cross. After each brushing trial, participants rated touch pleasantness by clicking on a VAS scale shown on screen. A 3 s interval followed before the next trial. Touch wanting consisted of brushing trials whose durations could be manipulated by the participant using two buttons—either extending (keep button) or shortening (change button) the duration of each trial. Instructions were displayed on the screen, together with a meter indicating how long was left of the trial. The meter also served as visual feedback on how much they were manipulating the duration. When participants pressed the keep/change buttons on the computer keyboard, the meter would move slower/be brought to a halt/move faster depending on button press activity.

To be able to take into account key-pressing activity during all trials, including the final (truncated) trial, we summed up the number of presses to each button for each of the brushing velocities (0.3, 3, 30 cm/s), and then divided each sum by the total touch time available in that session. A composite score was then calculated in which the number of change presses per minute was subtracted from the number of keep presses per minute. This 'touch wanting' score is positive when a participant pressed the 'keep' button more frequently than the 'change' button for a velocity. In contrast, a negative score reflects motivation to end touch of that particular velocity. Using this score has the benefit of avoiding the problems with zero inflation that would occur if the keep presses and change presses were to be analysed separately.

Main analyses
Touch pleasantness ratings and ratio durations were analysed with linear mixed models (LMMs) using the GENLINMIXED command in SPSS (version 22, IBM). Fixed factors relating to the experimental hypothesis and design and recruitment and counterbalancing (such as drug, brushing speed, drug-brushing speed, session and trial order) were always included in the main LMMs. Aside from these variables we aimed for parsimonious models. The remaining covariates such as age, weight and interactions between fixed factors not relating to our hypotheses were removed when they did not significantly affect the outcome and/or did not improve model fit. Adding the random terms for by-subject intercept and slopes improved all LMMs as indicated by lower Bayesian Information Criteria and significant Wald Z statistics. The final models selected for each analysis are described in the result section.

Post hoc analysis of null effects
The lack of a significant result using frequentist statistics does not imply that the null hypothesis is true. To explore the likelihood of a null effect of drug given the data, we performed Bayesian rmANOVAs on aggregated touch pleasantness ratings and on the 'touch wanting' scores. Average ratings per brushing speed and drug conditions were calculated and then analysed first with a frequentist rmANOVA, followed up by a Bayesian rmANOVA—both conducted in JASP (version 0.9). For the Bayesian rmANOVA we included brushing speed and subject in the null model, so that these variables were already accounted for—allowing a more direct assessment of the effect of drug and its interaction with brushing speed. The likelihood of this null model given the data (BF01), compared to the alternative models, which also included (i) drug and (ii) drug and the interaction between drug and brushing speed, was assessed with a Jeffreys-Zellner-Siow (JZS) Bayes factor rmANOVA (Rouder et al., 2012) using default prior scales (r scale prior width, 0.5).

Results
Control measures
Subjective effects. As reported in Eikemo et al. (2016), morphine (M) 10 mg and naltrexone (N) 50 mg caused minimal subjective effects compared to placebo (P), and mean changes from baseline for the two drug conditions were less than 1.5 points on the 11-point VAS scale for all subjective state measures. There were no significant effects of drug on mood items (all Fs < 0.4, all Ps > 0.67). Drug condition significantly affected how much the participants reported feeling an effect of the tablet (F2,96 = 4.60, P = 0.012), reflecting higher ratings on this item.
in the naltrexone condition compared to the other two [mean (SEM): M = 2.80 (0.36), P = 2.08 (0.35), N = 3.50 (0.38)]. The aggregated ratings of ‘Feeling effect’ from t 40 and t 100 were therefore added to the main analyses to check if the variance in the touch responses explained by the subjective experience of a drug effect was statistically significant. Scores of perceived subjective drug effect did not explain variance in either the touch pleasantness ratings or the touch wanting key press activity to a statistically significant degree and were therefore omitted from the final models.

**Drug blinding.** At final debriefing, participants were on average able to correctly identify the drug received 33% of the time, indicating successful blinding.

**Motor coordination.** As reported in Eikemo et al. (2016) there were no significant differences in D5s between drug conditions [mean (SD): M = 1.215 (0.176), P = 1.220 (0.169), N = 1.212 (0.171); F_{2,35} = 0.061, P = 0.940, partial η^2 = 0.001].

**Touch responses**

**Touch liking—no significant drug effects.** The final LMM of pleasantness ratings (N = 35) included the fixed effects: drug, brushing speed, drug*brushing speed, brushing speed order, trial number and session. The random effects structure composed of by-subject random intercept and random slopes for brushing speed, drug and brushing speed*drug, with a variance components covariance structure. The effect of brushing speed was significant \( F_{2,425} = 46.17, P < 0.001; \) estimated mean ratings (SEM): 0.3 cm/s, 4.49 (0.242); 3 cm/s, 7.21 (0.241); 30 cm/s, 5.16 (0.241), with higher reported pleasantness for 3 cm/s relative to >0.3 cm/s (t_{1220} = 9.2, P < .001) and 30 cm/s (t_{1220} = 7.0, P < .001, see Figure 4a). The effect of trial number was also significant \( F_{11,1220} = 3.76, P < .001). \) No significant main effect of drug, or interaction between drug and brushing speed, on touch pleasantness ratings was found (Fs < 0.76, all Ps > .555, see Figure 4a).

**Post hoc analysis of null effect**

Note that the following post hoc analyses only include data from 48 participants, due to data missing for one session for one of the participants. The frequentist rmANOVA yielded comparable results to the main LMM analysis, with a statistically significant main effect of brushing speed \( (F_{1,33,62,6} = 48.63, P < 0.001, \) Greenhouse-Geisser correction for violation of sphericity assumption) and no significant main effect of drug \( (F_{2,97} = 0.57, P = 0.568) \) or interaction between drug and brushing speed \( (F_{32,156,08} = 0.94, P = 0.431, \) Greenhouse-Geisser correction). The JZS Bayes factor rmANOVA revealed strong evidence supporting the null model in favour of the model including main effects of drug \( (BF = 31.434). \) Furthermore, there was very strong evidence against including the brushing speed*drug interaction when comparing to the main effects model \( (BF_{\text{inclusion}} = BF \text{ interaction model}/BF \text{ main effects model} = 1255.736/31.434 = 39.95). \)

**Control analyses**

Adding ‘task order’ as a fixed factor did not explain a statistically significant amount of variance in the touch liking and wanting tasks and no interactions between ‘task order’ and ‘drug’ were found (all Fs < 0.48, all Ps > .49).

**Post hoc sensitivity analyses**

To assess the statistical power to detect drug effects specifically to the preferred stimulus (3 cm/s brushing), sensitivity analyses for the liking and wanting responses were conducted post hoc using the software G*Power version 3.1.9 (Faul et al., 2009). The average correlation between the within-subjects measurements for the 3 cm/s brushing was \( r = 0.681 \) for touch liking ratings and \( r = 0.688 \) for touch wanting scores. With an alpha level of 0.05 we should then have 80% power to detect a small effect of Cohen’s \( f = 0.147 \) (Cohen’s d = 0.294) and 90% power to detect an effect of \( f = 0.166, (d = 0.332). \)

**Discussion**

The aim of the present study was to determine the effects of the MOR agonist morphine and the opioid antagonist naltrexone on wanting and liking of gentle caress-like touch in two separate tasks. The findings corroborate previous results showing that CT-optimal brushing at 3 cm/s is consistently rated as more pleasant than brushing at speeds of 0.3 and 30 cm/s, which activate CTs to a lesser degree. Furthermore, the motivational
value of CT-optimal brushing was demonstrated in terms of consumption, using a novel touch wanting task where participants engaged in button presses to regulate the amount of each brushing speed they received. Wanting scores for 3 cm/s were significantly higher than those of the very slow or very fast brushing speeds. Contrary to our hypothesis, systemic manipulation of the opioid system with morphine and naltrexone at doses that influenced responses to other reward types (as reported in Chelnokova et al., 2014; Chelnokova et al., 2016; Eikemo et al., 2016; Eikemo et al., 2017) did not significantly affect touch liking or wanting measures. Instead, touch pleasantness ratings were comparable across drug conditions, as were touch
wanting scores. Bayesian post hoc analyses supported a rejection of our hypothesis, indicating that the touch pleasantness data were 31 times more likely to occur under the null model than under the model assuming a drug effect. Similarly, the touch wanting data were deemed 26 times more likely under the null model.

**Preference for CT-optimal touch evident in both liking and wanting measures**

A significant and expected preference for CT-optimal brush stimuli (3 cm/s) was exhibited in both the liking and wanting tasks. Brushing at 3 cm/s was chosen as the main stimulus of interest since it approximates the velocity of naturally occurring affiliative caresses (Croy et al., 2016b) and is an optimal speed for activation of CT-afferents (Löken et al., 2009). We presented the 3 cm/s stimulus in conjunction with brushing at 0.3 and 30 cm/s, which have been consistently rated as less pleasant than more CT-optimal speeds (Löken et al., 2009; Ackerley et al., 2014; Triscoll et al., 2014; Crucianelli et al., 2016). Accordingly, we expected and found that the CT-optimal touch was on average rated as pleasant, while the very slow (0.3 cm/s) and the very fast (30 cm/s) stimuli were rated on average as unpleasant or neutral. A clear preference for CT-optimal touch was similarly exhibited in the wanting task, where participants showed active engagement employing both the ‘keep’ and ‘change’ buttons to manipulate the duration of the touch stimulation. The range of button presses recorded during a single stimulus was 0–597 for the ‘keep’ button and 0–44 for the ‘change’ button. The CT non-optimal speeds both received negative scores on average, reflecting participants’ efforts to receive less of these very slow and very fast brushing stimuli.

**No effect of drug on touch liking and wanting**

Based on the extensive literature implicating MOR activation in promotion of reward responses in animals as well as humans, we had hypothesised that morphine would increase the pleasantness of touch and motivation to receive touch compared to placebo, while blocking MOR with naltrexone would have the opposite effect—decreasing the experience of pleasure. In line with growing evidence that MOR activation optimises reward behaviour by promoting responses specifically to the most rewarding stimuli available in humans as well as in rodents (Doyle et al., 1993; Giraudo et al., 1993; Mahler and Berridge, 2012; Chelnokova et al., 2014; Chelnokova et al., 2016, Ekemo et al., 2016), we also hypothesised that this linear pattern (morphine > placebo > naltrexone) would be most pronounced for brushing at 3 cm/s. Our results provided no support for the hypothesised involvement of MOR in liking and wanting of the touch stimuli. The null results were corroborated by Bayesian rmANOVs yielding strong support in favour of the null hypothesis (no effect of drug) over the alternative hypothesis (drug affects touch pleasantness/wanting) given the data. That a dose of 50 mg per-oral naltrexone shown to efficiently block the majority of opioid receptors in the brain (Lee et al., 1988) did not reduce wanting scores or pleasantness ratings for touch in our experiment suggests that endogenous increases in MOR transmission might not be necessary for the experience of light brushing of/on the forearm as pleasant or motivating. The observation that a low dose of morphine did not increase pleasantness ratings or wanting scores further supports the interpretation that MOR activation may not be essential for the enjoyment of or motivation to receive caress-like touch in a laboratory setting. The extent to which one can extrapolate from these findings to other situations and tactile stimuli is unclear.

Considering the animal literature on MOR modulation of social rewards that include touch, the null results were surprising. µ-opioid signalling in the brain is proposed to underpin the pleasant and rewarding properties of social touch in mammals, providing a mechanism that promotes formation and maintenance of long-term relationships for social support (Dunbar, 1980; Panksepp et al., 1980; Seyfarth and Cheney, 1984; Dunbar, 2010; Machin and Dunbar, 2011). Engagement in highly tactile social activities such as social grooming, social play and huddling is associated with MOR functioning in both primates and rodents. Central activation of MOR has been observed in response to social play in juvenile rats (Panksepp and Bishop, 1981; Vanderschuren et al., 1995c, 1995d) and increased cerebrospinal fluid levels of β-endorphins were measured in monkeys after they received social grooming (Keverne et al., 1989). It is, however, worth noting that the animals in these studies are kept in isolation previous to the social interaction, so the MOR responses could be due to the reinstatement of social contact and may not reflect specifically the tactile aspects of the interaction. Furthermore, some authors highlight opioid contributions to non-hedonic processing (Laurent et al., 2014), although in many cases the lack of a well-matched control condition renders the interpretation unclear (Nummenmaa et al., 2016; Tuulari et al., 2017).

In both animals and humans, touch always happens within a rich multisensory context. As is the case with other rewards, the motivation to engage in specific touch interactions depends on the internal homeostatic and affective state of the animal (Ellingsen et al., 2015; Ellingsen et al., 2016). While touch can be a powerful reward signal that the animal works to achieve, its hedonic value is shaped by surrounding contextual information from other senses (McCabe et al., 2008; Ellingsen et al., 2013; Ellingsen, 2015). Touch pleasantness has previously been successfully modulated under similar experimental conditions as in the current study, by for instance placebo (Ellingsen et al., 2013), smell (Croy et al., 2014) and—in certain contexts only—by oxytocin (Ellingsen et al., 2014; Scheele et al., 2014; Kreuder et al., 2017). In these studies, the experimental manipulations altered the context of touch receipt directly through concomitant smell (Croy et al., 2014) by inducing beliefs either about the identity of the toucher (Scheele et al., 2014; Kreuder et al., 2017) or about the participants’ own (increased) ability to experience pleasure (Ellingsen et al., 2013). We speculate that although the MOR system does not appear to be necessary for touch pleasantness, endogenous opioids might nevertheless underpin changes in the reward value of touch as induced for instance by affective relevance, beliefs and expectations (placebo). The majority of psychopharmacological studies on placebo pain relief indicate a substantial contribution of endogenous opioids to expectation-related analgesia (Levine et al., 1978; Amanzio and Benedetti, 1999; Benedetti et al., 1999; Benedetti et al., 2007; Eippert et al., 2009; Rutgen et al., 2015; Rutgen et al., 2017).

The influential finding that opioid microstimulation into ‘hedonic hotspots’ in the ventral pallidum, nucleus accumbens, insula and prefrontal cortex promotes facial ‘liking’ responses (Berridge, 2018) is consistent with a view of the opioid system as the brain’s hedonic regulator (e.g. Koob and Le Moal, 2001). Note that opioid antagonist injections into these regions do not reduce such ‘liking’ responses per se. Instead, opioid signalling in the hotspots only appears necessary for context-induced liking increases (induced by hunger; Smith and Berridge, 2007; Wassum et al., 2009). Accordingly, one might speculate whether
previous reports of relatively larger modulations of ratings and behaviour observed for high-value rewards (compared to lower value rewards) by opioid drugs primarily reflect opioid modulation of context effects (i.e. enhanced liking of a very sweet liquid after having had no food or drink for ~2 h; Eikemo et al., 2016) rather than a direct opioid modulation of reward valuation. If this view is correct, one could further argue that the lack of opioid modulation of the highest-value touch stimuli applied here might reflect a smaller or even absent context effect on this primary reward. On the other hand, we cannot exclude the possibility that drug effects on liking and wanting responses to pleasant gentle touch stimuli may be influenced by the rewarding visual, monetary or taste stimuli applied in other tasks during each session (Buchel et al., 2018). Future studies should explore these possibilities, combining touch stimuli and context manipulations.

Methodological considerations

**Touch liking.** The touch liking task employed here is the most frequently used measurement in the affective touch field (see, e.g. Løken et al., 2009; Case et al., 2016; Sailer et al., 2016; Croy et al., 2016a). While pleasantness ratings reflected the expected effects of brushing speeds, the comparable responses across the three drug conditions yielded no evidence in favour of a role for MOR in the subjective appreciation of brush stimuli to the forearm. A potentially limiting factor in the interpretation of the null effect is the number of stimuli included (only four of each type per session). Nevertheless, weak or unclear effects of MOR drug manipulations on touch liking are also reported by Case et al. (2016), where the effects of naloxone (which increased liking compared to baseline) did not differ significantly from a saline control condition.

**Touch wanting.** This is, to the best of our knowledge, the first study to demonstrate a motivational value for CT-optimal brushing in terms of self-regulated consumption. This corroborates a previous finding of behavioural preference for CT-activating touch in a task where participants could choose whether the next brush stroke they would receive should be of the same or of a different velocity (Perini et al., 2015). The touch wanting task was based on the wanting task used in Chelnokova et al. (2014), Parsons et al. (2011) and Aharon et al. (2001), where picture-viewing time was upregulated or downregulated with key presses. By enabling participants to engage in instrumental actions to obtain more of the touch they wanted while they were receiving it, we created a measure of consumption of touch reward. Effort exerted to obtain and consume more of a reward is considered to reflect incentive salience—a type of implicit wanting that involves subcortical processing and affects behaviour before and during consumption of a reward, without depending on explicit experiences of desire or liking of the reward (Berridge et al., 2009). Indeed, previous findings indicate that performance on such tasks can reveal dissociations with hedonic ratings in healthy participants (Aharon et al., 2001; Parsons et al., 2011). Hence, our paradigm is likely to tap into such implicit wanting processes.

If the MOR system is mainly involved in the affiliative aspects of touch, the use of a study design, which toned down the social properties of the touch administration (by using a brush and hanging a curtain between the experimenter and participant), could have contributed to the null result. Indeed, the neuroendocrine response to social touch in rodents and primates can vary according to the nature and quality of the relationship between individuals (D’Amato and Pavone, 1993, 1996; D’Amato, 1998; Crockford et al., 2013). Reports of MOR effects on social touch reward in the animal literature typically draw on animals that are housed together and have an already established social relationship. In our case, participants were brushed by experimenters they had no or limited contact with prior to inclusion in the study. Future studies aiming to assess whether MOR also play a role in touch wanting and liking in humans should boost the social significance of the touch provided, by for instance having the experimenter provide certain social cues such as eye contact and facial expressions, administering touch with the hand instead of a brush or including touch provided by someone the participant has a close personal relationship with. Importantly, since the current study only included male participants, results are not immediately generalizable to females. An important avenue for future studies of the neuropharmacology of pleasant touch should be assessment of interactions with variations in hormonal context.

Conclusions

The current investigation explored the involvement of μ-opioid signalling in human touch reward, inspired by evidence implicating MOR in reward across domains and species. We conclude that endogenous opioid signalling is not necessary for the enjoyment of or preference for light stroking touch, when applied in an experimental setting to the forearms of healthy young men. It is possible that endogenous opioids encode the increase of touch pleasantness from contextual cues such as being touched by a loved one, without encoding touch pleasantness per se.
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